
MRCS182
MediaRange Charge and Sync Cable, USB 3.2 Gen 1x1 to USB Type-
C® Plug, 5 Gbps, 1.8m, Black

MediaRange Cables are designed with the latest technology to meet your charging and syncing
needs. USB-C is the future of charging and data transfer. Expect fast charging, high-speed data
transfer and durable design that will stand the test of time. Our USB Charge and sync cables
are perfect for fast and efficient charging and syncing of your devices. With a USB 3.2 Gen 1x1
data transfer rate of up to 5 Gbps, you can quickly transfer large files and sync your devices in
no time. This cable can handle up to 60W of power, making it ideal for charging laptops, tablets
and other high-power devices.

 

Technical Specs:

Cable Type: USB Charge and Sync Cable
Plugs: USB A Plug to USB Type-C Plug
Maximum Output Power: Up to 60W
Data Transfer Rate: USB 3.2 Gen 1x1, Up to 5 Gbps



AWG: 30 (0,255mm diameter)
Double Shielded
Shape: Round
Length: 1.8m
Color: Black



FEATURES

USB Charge and Sync Cable: This cable is designed for both charging and syncing data
between devices. It serves a dual purpose, making it versatile for various applications.
USB A Plug to USB Type-C Plug: This configuration is common for modern devices, providing
compatibility with the latest USB Type-C ports and the traditional USB Type-A ports found on
many computers and chargers.
Maximum Output Power 60W: The cable supports a maximum power output of up to 60 watts,
making it suitable for charging a variety of devices, including laptops, tablets, smartphones,
and other USB Type-C powered gadgets.
USB 3.2 Gen 1x1 Data Transfer Rate of up to 5 Gbps: This high-speed data transfer
capability is ideal for quick syncing of files, such as photos, videos, and documents.
Durable Design: The cable is double-shielded and designed in a round shape. This
combination ensures enhanced protection against electromagnetic interference, maintaining a
stable and reliable connection.
1.8m Length:  Providing a suitable and practical length for connecting devices over short
distances.

APPLICATIONS

Smartphones and Tablets : Ensure constant connectivity for your crucial communication tools.
Designed for efficiency and reliability, it provides a swift and consistent charge, keeping your
smartphones and tablets powered at any time.
Wearables: Optimize the performance of your smartwatches and fitness trackers. Engineered
to meet the specific charging needs of wearables, it guarantees a quick and efficient power-
up.
Other Mobile Devices: Experience versatile charging for a range of mobile devices, from
cameras to gaming controllers. Our Cable provides optimal charging for all your tech
essentials.

EAN Code Piece:4260459615613



EAN Code Carton:4260459615620
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